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Abstract
Physical residential environments and residential satisfaction are not only inconsistent, but there are still differences with each other, and identifying these characteristics is a significant part of the fundamental data of customized housing policies. This study aims to determine the types of discrepancies and analyze the determinants of discrepancies between physical residential environment and residential satisfaction. We analyzed residential satisfaction and physical residential environment using resident review data of 3,871 apartments in Seoul and public data on the 5,665 basic spatial unit in Seoul. As a result of the analysis, first, the agreement between residential satisfaction and the physical residential environments was determined to be inconsistent. Second, using the spatial distribution and the characteristics of the residential satisfaction in the residential environments, a few residential satisfaction heuristics were identified that affect an individual's cognitive, and emotional behavior. Third, it was confirmed that the level of discrepancy was high when the residential apartments got older. In contrast, when the "residence size" and "residence value" were both low, the level of discrepancy was high. Furthermore, the level of discrepancy was high when public transportation access was high, whereas the level of discrepancy was high when bus access was low. Therefore, individual value judgments or hedonic value judgments were the primary determinants of the discrepancies, and the physical characteristics were rather heuristic, which can be perceived and acted upon differently depending on the conditions.
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1. Introduction
The residential environment satisfaction data is prepared by comprehensively considering the satisfaction with the environment surrounding houses. Therefore, the residential satisfaction is an indicator that helps to identify the functions or facilities that are necessary according to the social classes and age groups of the residents, and thus is applicable to the preparation of the housing policies and plans. As the citizens' interest is shifting from houses to residential environment, the residential environment satisfaction is considered as an indicator that is critical to the quality of life of the citizens (Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, and Transport, 2020). South Korea has conducted the Korea Housing Survey...
since 2006, and the residential satisfaction has continued to increase since the start of the survey.

The residential satisfaction is an important indicator that is used to evaluate the success of housing policies that are applied to various kinds of people (Mohit et al., 2010), and to identify the objective housing characteristics that are meaningful to various residents (Perez et al., 2001; Chen et al., 2013). The residential satisfaction is a universal indicator of the quality of life and a subjective indicator that represents how much an individual is satisfied with the overall environment surrounding their residential area, and the difference in the residential satisfaction is generally based on the difference in the physical residential environment (Hwang, 2013; Ahn, 2019). However, physical residential environment is not only coherent with the residential satisfaction (Shin and Nam, 2012), and there is a difference or inconsistency between the two factors. Therefore, understanding these characteristics is an integral part of the fundamental data for making the consumer-customized housing policies.

To provide customized residential services and to form high-quality comfort residential environment, the government has promoted various supporting policies in many areas, including the residential and social welfare services (Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, and Transport, 2019). However, the customized supporting policies are still insufficient in terms of the provision of residential service information. In particular, although it is necessary to review the microscopic neighborhood and provide the relevant information about the residential environment and the residential satisfaction, the information from the public sector is limited to the information provided in the unit of an administrative district (Gu). Therefore, the residents, the actual consumers, are not provided with the microscopic information about the neighborhood. This is because the implementation requires a huge amount of time and expense for the data collection and analysis (Shin et al., 2008; Jang, 2008). However, the recent development of the big data collection methods and the emergence of various residential platforms have helped to easily understand the subjective residential satisfaction of individuals.

The purpose of the present study was to investigate the distribution patterns of the residential satisfaction and the physical residential environment in microscopic spatial units, and to identify the characteristics that show inconsistency. The structure of this article is described below.

First, we reviewed the previous reports about the residential environment, which is a physical measurement, and the residential satisfaction, a subjective measurement, from the viewpoint of residential environment. Second, we describe the collection of the data used in this study and the framework of the data analysis. Third, we analyzed the pattern of inconsistency between the resident satisfaction and the physical residential environment at the level of the basic district, which is the unit of microscopic neighborhood environment to identify the characteristics of the inconsistency between the resident satisfaction and the physical residential environment. Finally, the results of the present study were summarized, and the implications of this study were described.

We verified the patterns of the spatial inconsistency between the resident satisfaction and the physical residential environment at the level of the basic district, which is a microscopic spatial unit, and identified the determinants of the inconsistency in order to provide the fundamental data for making the consumer-customized residential policies.

II. Literature Review

1. Physical Residential Environment and Subjective Residential Satisfaction

Studies have been conducted in various areas with respect to the differences between the physical substance of urban residential spaces and the recognition characteristics of the users. van Acker et al. (2013) analyzed the consistency between the recognition of residential areas and the spatial characteristics objectively measured in the residential areas. Ma and Dill (2017) explored the inconsistency between the objective environment and the recognized environment, and investigated how the inconsistency affects people’s travel behavior. Many other researchers reported that subjectively recognized measurements have a greater impact on people’s behavior than the physical neighborhood environment that is measured objectively (Scott et al., 2007; Prins et al., 2009; Gebel et al., 2011; Dill and Vörös, 2007; Beauchamp et al., 2012).

With regard to the physical residential environment measurement, which may be considered as an objective measurement, Shin et al. (2008) evaluated the residential environment at the level of the neighboring sphere by using 4 indicators
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(safety, convenience, amenity and resource-saving) of the physical environment in 12 samples areas in Seoul. Lee et al. (2009) evaluated the residential environment in the entire Seoul area by using 5 indicators (safety, healthcare, convenience, amenity and sustainability) of the physical conditions, and investigated the agreement with the house price. These kinds of studies for evaluating the objective residential environment by using quantitative indicators are usually performed to identify the factors to the residential environment and the neighboring environment (Kang et al., 2008; Yoon and Jeong, 2013; Cho and Lee, 2015). Lee and Lee (2010) typified the single-person household in Seoul, and analyzed the characteristics of the residential environment of the single-person households by using the indicators corresponding to the individual areas of the residential environment evaluation. In the study, the authors evaluated the residential environment in the entire Seoul area by analyzing the safety, healthcare and amenity with a analytical technique applicable to small lattice units. However, they failed to reflect the subjective evaluation by the individual residents to the comprehensive assessment of the residential environment in the city unit.

The objective evaluation of the physical conditions of the residential environment should reflect the subjective evaluation by the residents. In that sense, surveys about the residential satisfaction of the residents have been performed in many studies. Kim and Lee (2007) conducted a survey with the residents in the Greater Seoul Area about the housing environment, the apartment complex and neighborhood environment, accessibility, community management, and financial factors in order to identify the factors to the residential satisfaction according to the spatial characteristics. Lee and Koh (2012) conducted a survey with the residents in the apartments located in Jeonju, Gunsan and Iksan to compare the residential satisfaction and analyze the difference between the housing types and between the areas. Most of the previous studies on the subjective satisfaction with the residential environment have been conducted to investigate the satisfaction of the residents depending on the space size or on the house type (Yoon, 2009; Park et al., 2009; Kim and Park, 2012, Yoo and Yang, 2013; Kwon and Park, 2014; Choi and Jeon, 2017).

Shin and Nam (2012) analyzed the coherence between the physical environment of the apartments in Seoul and the subjective evaluation by using the data from the building registers, resident registration population, digital maps, and the Seoul Survey in order to identify the impact of the objective evaluation factors on the subjective residential satisfaction. In the study, the authors analyzed the coherence between the physical environment and the residential satisfaction of the residents in the unit of the administrative 'dong' in 4 clusters, and investigated the mutual influences among the clusters. Bae and Park (2018) empirically analyzed the effects of the local characteristics of the administrative district on the residential satisfaction in the areas by using the Korea Housing Survey data for 2014. The authors reported that the subjective recognition by the residents have a greater impact on the residential satisfaction than the physical environment of the areas. Kim (2018) conducted a physical environment analysis and a survey with the residents in low-rise residential areas in order to understand the residential environment and the satisfaction factors of the baby boomers and the echo-boomers as well as the differences between the areas.

Many other studies have been conducted on the residential satisfaction, and most of the studies showed that the residential satisfaction is estimated differently depending on the demographic characteristics of individuals, the physical characteristics of houses, the residential features, the characteristics of the residential environment, and the policy factors such as the housing welfare policies (Yoon, 2010; Jeong and Jeong, 2015; Park and Lim, 2020).

2. Connection of Residential Environment Evaluation with Residential Satisfaction Measurement

The indicators for measuring the residential environment based on the 4 residential environment concepts of WHO are discussed in terms of safety, healthcare, convenience and amenity. In 1985, the Tokyo Prefecture prepared a residential environment map based on 5 safety indicators, 4 healthcare indicators, 4 convenience indicators, and 3 amenity indicators so that the map may be used as an examination tool when preparing the Basic Plan for the Improvement of Residential Environment by establishing a residential environment assessment system (Asami, 2001).

The Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism (MLIT) of Japan, corresponding to the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, and Transport of South Korea, provides the
Residential Environment Evaluation Indicators to be used in the preparation of policies, wherein the indicators consist of 4 indicators in safety, 2 indicators in amenity, 2 indicators in sustainability, and 2 indicators in services for supporting daily living (MLIT, 2007).

In Korea, Lee et al. (2009) established 3 indicators in safety, 3 indicators in healthcare, 2 indicators in convenience, 3 indicators in amenity and 2 indicators in sustainability with reference to the previous studies (Oh et al., 1996; Kim and Park, 1997; Yang, 1997; Asami, 2001; Kang et al., 2008; Shin, 2008), and analyze the residential environment of Seoul by dividing the region into 400 m x 400 m grids.

It is none other than humans that evaluate the residential environment in the sense that the residential environment is the collection of the environmental conditions in which humans live their life. Therefore, a survey is often performed to acquire the data about the psychological evaluation of the measurement items related to the residential environment. In Korea, the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, and Transport conducts the Korea Housing Survey each year to measure the subjective satisfaction with the 14 items listed in Section B of Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A. Residential environment evaluation indicators**</th>
<th>B. Residential satisfaction measurement index**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Category</strong></td>
<td><strong>Indicators</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility to living facilities</td>
<td>Convenience of movement to various urban facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transport accessibility (proximity with public transport)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>Density of police station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Density of streetlight, security light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Percentage of old buildings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Living noises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Air pollution level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amenity</td>
<td>Building density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Separation of hazardous facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Green land rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Persistence of existing communities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Consideration of environmental loads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reducing environmental load</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MLIT ROK's housing status survey.
It is also important in the understanding of residential environment to investigate the relationship between the physical indicators of the objective residential environment and the psychological evaluation corresponding to subjective residential satisfaction. Taniguchi and Sadayuki (1987) and Asami (1999) analyzed the correlations between physical indicators and the subjective satisfaction, and found that physical indicators correlated with the subjective satisfaction are the residential building size corresponding to ‘habitability of complex,’ the residential building type corresponding to ‘healthcare,’ the distance to a train station corresponding to ‘commute convenience,’ and the distance to a medical facility corresponding to ‘shopping/medical service/welfare facility convenience.’

Methods such as correlation analysis, principle component analysis and factor analysis are generally applied to individual datasets in order to derive the relationships between the residential environment, which corresponds to the physical indicators, and the residential satisfaction, which corresponds to the psychological indicators. These methods are significant in that new comprehensive indicators are prepared as objective indicators, but they have the limitation that the meaning of the comprehensive indicators is difficult to understand (Asami, 2001).

3. Distinctiveness of Present Study

The previous studies mentioned above are significant as empirical studies on the objective measurement or the subjective evaluation of the residential environment. Studies related to the residential environment and the residential satisfaction have been conducted in various fields of urban planning, housing policies, geography and sociology according to the housing occupancy choices, housing type, the demographic and socioeconomic characteristics of the residents, and the spatial characteristics of the houses.

Despite the many discussions on the residential environment and the residential satisfaction in the previous studies, the approach in view of the inconsistency between the physical residential environment and the residential satisfaction has been taken very rarely. In addition, as mentioned earlier, the previous studies have limitations in deriving significant analytical results from the microscopic spatial units, because the analysis was performed in the spatial unit of the administrative district or dong due to the limitations of the established data.

Therefore, we compared the residential satisfaction, a subjective measurement, with the physical residential environment, an objective measurement, at the level of the basic district, which is a microscopic spatial unit and the smallest unit for the neighborhood statistical service, in order to identify the determinants of the inconsistency between the residential satisfaction and the physical residential environment.

III. Methodology

1. Framework for Data Establishment and Analysis

We established the data about the residential satisfaction and the physical residential environment in the unit of basic district, which is a microscopic spatial unit, in the entire Seoul region by the method described below.

First, the data regarding the residential satisfaction with the residential environment, corresponding to the subjective evaluation, was obtained from the residents’ reviews available on Zigbang.com, which is a representative prop-tech site. The residents’ reviews (as of June 2019) about the 4,453 apartment complexes in Seoul were collected through crawling and geo-coding to establish the residential satisfaction data, as shown in Figure 1. A total of 33,533 residents’ reviews were available about 3,871 apartment complexes among the 4,453 apartment complexes in Seoul, and the residential satisfaction data was established by using 49,080 reviews, removing the reviews with missing information items. The established residential satisfaction data of the residents in the apartments in Seoul consisted of the following information items: 1) location of apartment complex; 2) name of apartment complex; 3) personal properties of resident; and 4) scores for individual residential satisfaction items (transportation conditions, neighborhood environment, residential environment, and apartment complex management) (see Figure 1).

Second, the data provided by the official website of Sewumteo (https://cloud.eais.go.kr/seoul) about the 3,871 apartment complexes selected from Zigbang.com was used to establish the physical residential environment of the individual apartment complexes, and the price data of the indi-
individual apartment complexes was established by using the past 10-year real transaction price available at the real transaction price opening system of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, and Transport.

Third, the data about the microscopic neighboring environment was established by using the public data from the Seoul Municipal Government and the Pedestrian Network Data of the Temporal and Spatial Analysis Laboratory for the individual basic districts in which the apartment complexes are located (5,665 basic districts).

Figure 2 shows the overall configuration of the analytical data used in the present study.

The data for the evaluation of the physical residential environment was established as shown in Table 2 with reference to the physical residential environment evaluation indicators and the residential satisfaction measurement items listed in Table 1.

A factor analysis was performed to identify the common factors among the 27 items for evaluating the physical residential environment. The evaluation items, having different analytical units, were standardized, and a principal component extraction method was employed to construct a model. The varimax rotation was applied to avoid the multicollinearity problem among the factor scores, and the number of factors was fixed at 4 to compare the residential satisfaction (see Table 3).

In this study, the determinant of the factor loading was set to be ±0.6 with reference to the previous studies MacCallum et al., 2001; Tabachnick and Fidell, 2007), and the factor loadings were used as a weight for the evaluation of the physical residential environment for each factor (McGinn et al., 2007). The weights based on the factor loadings were
Table 2. Data items for evaluating residential environment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Residential environment</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility to public transport based on walking network</td>
<td>tesalab.com</td>
<td>Cumulative opportunity function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility to subway based on walking network</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility to bus based on walking network</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility to 13 living SOC on walking network</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density of traffic accident</td>
<td>Data.go.kr</td>
<td>Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crime security</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density of security light</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density of CCTV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density of bars and clubs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air pollution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apartment built year</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of apartment building</td>
<td>MOLIT ROK</td>
<td>Year number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of parking lots in APT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of households in APT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Empirical bayesian kriging

Table 3. Common factors of residential environment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Residential environment</th>
<th>Common factor 1</th>
<th>Common factor 2</th>
<th>Common factor 3</th>
<th>Common factor 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Living complex</td>
<td>Total number of households in APT</td>
<td>.936</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of apartment building</td>
<td>.915</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total number of parking lots in APT</td>
<td>.899</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport condition</td>
<td>Accessibility to public transport based on walking network</td>
<td>.947</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accessibility to bus based on walking network</td>
<td>.945</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighborhood environment</td>
<td>Accessibility to child care center</td>
<td>.824</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accessibility to fast food</td>
<td>.758</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accessibility to medical clinic</td>
<td>.648</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living environment</td>
<td>Air pollution</td>
<td>.893</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Noise</td>
<td>.888</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Public transport: subway-bus

used to improve the limitations of the standardized summed scale in which the standardized scores are summed up (Lee and Shim, 2016).

The standardized scores of four factors (10 physical residential environment items) and the factor loading values were used to calculate the physical residential environment scores of the individual factors, as shown in Equation (1), and the scores were summated (Lee et al., 2009).

\[
OE_j = \sum_{i=1}^{n} w_{ij} z_{ij}
\]

\[OE_j; \text{Total score of physical residential environment of apartment complex } j\]

\[w_{ij}; \text{Weight of item } i \text{ included in factor } k \text{ of apartment complex } j\]

\[z_{ij}; z\text{-score of item } i \text{ included in factor } k \text{ of apartment complex } j\]

To compare the residential satisfaction with the physical residential environment, the z-scores for the individual items, ‘apartment complex,’ ‘transportation,’ ‘neighborhood environment,’ and ‘residential environment,’ were standardized, and the total score was calculated.

\[
SE_j = \sum_{i=1}^{n} Z_{ij}
\]

\[SE_j; \text{Total ‘score’ of ‘residential satisfaction’ with apartment complex } j\]

\[Z_{ij}; z\text{-score of item } q \text{ of apartment complex } j\]

2. Analytical Method

First, to investigate the consistency between the residential satisfaction, a subjective measurement, and the physical residential environment, an objective measurement, we used the Kappa statistic proposed by Cohen (1960) (Kim et al., 2012). The Kappa statistic is often used as a measure of agreement when the measurements are categorical data, wherein the agreement refers to the corrected agreement representing the probability that the evaluators accidentally classify a data into the same category. The agreement is a measure used in the reliability evaluation with regard to how much
the results obtained from repeated measurements with a sample agree with each other. The intra-class correlation coefficient, proposed by Fisher (1925), is often used as a correlation coefficient to show the reliability in continuous data, and the Kappa statistic is generally used to present the agreement in categorical data.

\[ K = \frac{P_o - P_c}{1 - P_c} \]  

(3)

\( P_o \): the proportion of units for which agreement is actually observed  
\( P_c \): the proportion of units for which agreement is expected by chance

The Kappa statistic can have a value between -1 and 1, wherein the value 1 means actual agreement among all, 0 means agreement by perfect coincidence, and a negative value means contrasting opinions. The Kappa statistic may be applied to various studies, and the agreement value is usually interpreted according to the 6-step classification standards provided by Landis and Koch (1977). The Kappa value is ≤0 for poor agreement, 0.0-0.20 for slight agreement, 0.21-0.40 for fair agreement, 0.41-0.60 for moderate agreement, 0.61-0.80 for substantial agreement, and 0.81-1.0 for almost perfect agreement. In the present study, the Kappa statistic was employed to determine the agreement between the residential satisfaction and the physical residential environment (McGinn et al., 2007; McGinn et al., 2008).

Second, to investigate the types of the inconsistency between the residential satisfaction and the physical residential environment, the subjects that showed inconsistency were identified through the portfolio analysis. The portfolio analysis is an analytical method in which two variables are categorized in each of the quadrants of a graph. The method was developed for the portfolio investment in the fields of management and finance (Kim et al., 2015). The portfolio analysis has been applied to various areas, for example, the analysis of land use and awareness of urban spaces (Shin et al., 2011; and Jang et al., 2017). In the present study, the x-axis represented mean values of the residential satisfaction, and the y-axis represented the mean values of the physical residential environment in order to understand the types of inconsistency. The inconsistency was high in the areas where the residential satisfaction was high but the physical residential environment was low (the second quadrant) and where the physical residential environment was high but the residential satisfaction was low (the fourth quadrant) (see Figure 3).

Third, the geographically weighted regression (GWR) model was used to identify the determinants of the apartment complex showing the spatial inconsistence. Since the purpose of the present study was to identify the determinants of the inconsistence, the overall model was understood by using the ordinary least square method (OLS), and then the GWR model was applied to identify the determinants of the inconsistence with respect to geographic location i. The GWR model depending upon the spatial location is expressed as in Equation (4).

\[ y_i = \beta_0(u_i, v_i) + \sum_{k=1}^{k} \beta_k(u_i, v_i)x_{ik} + \epsilon_i \]  

(4)

\[ \hat{\beta}(i) = (X^T W(i)X)^{-1} X^T W(i)Y \]  

(5)

The GWR model, representing the aggregates of the local spatial regression model, is based on the regression analysis method for describe the regression coefficients of the individual spaces (Fotheringham et al., 2002). Assuming that the regression coefficients are different spatially, the center of the regression analysis is determined in a subject area, and a regression analysis is performed within a reference distance from the center. The regression coefficients are calculated by Equation (5) above by the adjacent values within a specific

---

Figure 3. Portfolio analysis for inconsistency type
Table 4. Independent and dependent variables in the model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Division</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Depent</td>
<td>Inconsistency level</td>
<td>Inconsistency between residential satisfaction and residential environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accessibility to PT</td>
<td>Accessibility to public transport based on walking network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accessibility to Bus</td>
<td>Accessibility to bus based on walking network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accessibility to SDC</td>
<td>Accessibility to 3 living SDC on walking network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deterioration level</td>
<td>Apartment completion year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Complex size</td>
<td>Number of apartment building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Value of housing</td>
<td>Average transaction price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Private education conditions</td>
<td>Density of a teaching institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Public education conditions</td>
<td>Density of public schools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Age of respondents</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Independent*: average as of 2018-2019

range at the location $i$ and the neighboring weight matrix $W(i)$. Table 4 shows the key variables of the model used in the present study.

IV. Results and Discussion

1. Demographic Characteristics and Agreement in Data

The demographic characteristics of the analytical data used in this study are described below. With regard to the 49,080 residents’ reviews, the residents included 33% in their 20s, 42% in their 30s, 19% in their 40s, 5% in their 50s, and 1% in their 60s or higher ages, indicating that the residents in their 20s and 30s accounted for a large proportion. With regard to the gender, the males accounted for 32% and the females 68%, indicating the female residents had a larger proportion. In addition, 53% of the residents were those who were married, and 47% of the residents were those who were not married. With regard to the residence type, 54% of the residents were living in their own houses, and 46% of the residents were living in deposit-based or monthly rent houses.

Table 5 shows the basic statistics of the data about the residential satisfaction and the physical residential environment in the unit of the basic district. A reliability analysis was performed to investigate the internal consistency of the residential satisfaction data gathered from zibang.com. The results of the reliability analysis showed that Cronbach’s alpha was .804, indicative of reliability, and that the internal consistency was also high.

In the present study, we measured the agreement between the residential satisfaction, a subjective measurement, and the physical residential environment, an objective measurement, in terms of the Kappa statistic. Since the application of the Kappa statistic require that the data should be categorical, the values of the physical residential environment,
which are continuous data, were converted to categorical data for the analysis. The “psy” package of the R 3.4.4 software program was employed for the analysis of the Kappa statistic, and the analytical results are shown in Table 6.

The analytical results showed that the agreement between the residential satisfaction and the physical residential environment was classified as ‘poor agreement’ according to Landis and Kock (1977) based on the simple Kappa statistic, and ‘slight agreement’ based on the weighted kappa statistic. This suggests that some parts of the data may not be verified by the consistency-inconsistency judgment according to the Kappa statistic.

2. Comparison of Residential Satisfaction with Physical Residential Environment

First, the residential satisfaction and the physical residential environment were compared by collecting the data for the basic districts in 4 sections: (1) transportation, (2) neighborhood environment, (3) residential environment, and (4) apartment complex management (see Figure 4). To avoid the intentional intervention by the residents with the
responses regarding the residential satisfaction, we used the data acquired from the residents living in deposit-based or monthly rent houses. In the section of the transportation conditions, the residential satisfaction and the physical residential environment showed inconsistent patterns in the basic districts in the south of the Han River, including Gwanak, Seocho, Gangnam and Songpa. In the section of the neighborhood environment, the residential satisfaction and the physical residential environment showed inconsistent patterns in the basic districts in Seocho, Gangnam and Songpa. In the section of the residential environment, the residential satisfaction and the physical residential environment showed inconsistent patterns in the basic districts in Eunpyeong, Dobong, Gangnam and Songpa. In the section of the apartment complex environment, the residential satisfaction and the physical residential environment showed inconsistent patterns in some basic districts in Guro and Gumcheon, but the consistent patterns were not distinctive in general.

Second, to investigate the consistency-inconsistency patterns between the residential satisfaction and the physical residential environment of apartment complexes, a portfolio analysis was performed by using the comprehensive scores of the residential satisfaction and the physical residential environment (see Table 7). The patterns showing the consistency between the residential satisfaction and the physical residential environment correspond to the first and third quadrants, wherein both the residential satisfaction and the physical residential environment are positive in the
first quadrant and both of them are negative in the third quadrant. The patterns showing the inconsistency between the residential satisfaction and the physical residential environment correspond to the second and fourth quadrants, wherein the residential satisfaction is higher than the average and the physical residential environment is lower than the average in the second quadrant, and the residential satisfaction is lower than the average and the physical residential environment is higher than the average in the fourth quadrant. The HH type apartment complexes, found in the first quadrant where both the residential satisfaction and the physical residential environment are higher than the average, are concentrated in Sangam, Gongdeok, Gajwa, Jamsil, Dogok, Gangil, Godeok, etc. The LL type apartment complexes, found in the third quadrant where both the residential satisfaction and the physical residential environment are lower than the average, are concentrated in Gwanak-gu, Magok in Gangseo-gu, Eungam and Enpyeong New Towns, Dobong-gu, Nowon-gu, and Jungang-gu.

The HL type apartment complexes, found in the in the second quadrant where the residential satisfaction is higher than the average and the physical residential environment is lower than the average, are concentrated in Jangji-dong in Songpa-gu, Magok in Gangseo-gu, Enpyeong New Town, Dobong-gu and Nowon-gu. The LH type apartment complexes, found in the in the fourth quadrant where the residential satisfaction is lower than the average and the physical residential environment is high than the average, are concentrated in Suseo, Daechi, Daerim, Daehak-dong in Gwanak-gu, Godeok and Gangil. In particular, residents in some areas, having the same physical residential environment, showed different degrees of residential satisfaction.

The respondents of the HH type, corresponding to the first quadrant, accounted for 22.31% of all the respondents; those of the HL type, corresponding to the second quadrant, 42.73%; those of the LL type, corresponding to the third quadrant, 23.96%; those of the LH type, corresponding to the fourth quadrant, 11.06%, indicating that more 63% of the residents living in the apartment complexes in Seoul are satisfied with the residential environment. Particularly, among the residents living in the areas where the physical residential environment is low, those who are satisfied with the residential environment are more than those who are not.

In addition, the pattern distribution according to the physical residential environment showed that the residential satisfaction is different even in the same physical residential environment, as indicated by the comparison of the HL type of the second quadrant with the LL type of the third quadrant, and the comparison of the HH type of the first quadrant with the LH type of the fourth quadrant. This indicates that the residential satisfaction has heuristic characteristics such that the same physical characteristics may be recog-
nized or may function differently depending on the individuals’ conditions.

3. Determinants of Inconsistency Between Residential Satisfaction and Physical Residential Environment

An OLS analysis was performed regarding the disagreement level to identify the determinants between the residential satisfaction and the physical residential environment, and a GWR analysis was performed to identify the determinants according to the inconsistency types. The analyses were performed separately with the overall model, the two inconsistent types (HH and LH types) and the two consistent types (HH and LL types), and the analytical results are shown in Table 8.

Table 8. Determination of inconsistency between subjective residential satisfaction and objective residential environment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>All</th>
<th>Inconsistency</th>
<th>Consistency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OLS</td>
<td>GWR</td>
<td>OLS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>2.157</td>
<td>-0.00</td>
<td>0.065**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility to PT</td>
<td>3.499E-07**</td>
<td>0.042**</td>
<td>(7.730)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility to Bus</td>
<td>-45627.223**</td>
<td>-1.47**</td>
<td>(-98.257)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility to SOC</td>
<td>-0.012**</td>
<td>0.051**</td>
<td>(-188.074)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deterioration level</td>
<td>0.031**</td>
<td>0.241**</td>
<td>(20.667)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex size</td>
<td>-333**</td>
<td>-1.44**</td>
<td>(-45.622)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value of housing</td>
<td>-2.35E-07**</td>
<td>-1.45**</td>
<td>(-40.158)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private education conditions</td>
<td>16.536**</td>
<td>8.34**</td>
<td>(7.214)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public education conditions</td>
<td>82.437**</td>
<td>2.44**</td>
<td>(3.951)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.001**</td>
<td>0.33**</td>
<td>(20.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N: 22,586
R²: 0.755
Adjust R²: 0.755
Log-Likelihood: -12,418,785
AICc: 2,486,160
RSS: 7,424,007
Bandwidth: 603.00

SE: standard error, t: value, a: minimum, b: median, c: maximum, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01
To investigate the multicollinearity of the variables applied to the model, the Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) value was calculated. Among the variables applied to the model, the 'total number of parking lots in the apartment complex,' one of the apartment complex-related factor, and the 'total number of households,' which is related to the scale, were excluded from the analytical model, because their VIF was higher than 10. The 'accessibility to public transportation,' 'accessibility to bus,' 'accessibility to living SOC,' 'deterioration level (apartment completion year),' 'number of apartment buildings,' 'value of housing (average transaction price),' 'conditions for private education,' 'conditions for public education,' and 'age (of respondents)' showed a VIF value lower than 10, indicating that they lacked a multicollinearity issue.

The coefficient of determination ($R^2$), meaning the explanation power of the provided model, was 0.755, showing that the explanation power was 75.5% ($F = 6897.712, p = .000$). The Durbin-Watson value, calculated to determine whether the residuals of the estimation model are independent, was 2.48, which is indicative of autocorrelation between the residual terms. To overcome the bias of the model, a spatial GWR analysis was performed with each of the sub-models for the different types.

In the GWR analysis, different regression coefficients are derived from all the variables, because the spatial characteristics of all the spatial units applied to the analysis are taken into consideration. Compared with the OLS model, the Adjust $R^2$, AICc and RSS were improved in the GWR model, justifying the application of the GWR model. The results of the GWR analysis are described below.

First, the analysis of the determinants of the inconsistency in the overall model showed that all the variables are significant, except the 'age of respondent.' The 'accessibility to bus,' 'accessibility to living SOC,' 'number of apartment buildings,' and 'value of housing (average transaction price)' showed a negative effect, meaning that the inconsistency was increased as the accessibility to bus, the accessibility to living SOC, the number of apartment buildings in the complex, and the real transaction price of the apartment were decreased. On the contrary, the 'accessibility to public transportation (accessibility to means of public transportation such as subway and bus),' 'apartment built age (age of apartment buildings),' 'conditions for private education (density of private education institutes),' and 'conditions for public education (density of elementary, middle and high schools)' showed a positive effect, meaning that the inconsistency was increased as the scores of these variables were increased.

Second, for the HL type (residential satisfaction ↑, physical residential environment ↓), all the variables were found to be significant determinants to the inconsistency. In contrast to the overall model, the 'accessibility to living SOC' showed a positive effect, and the inconsistency was increased as the age of the respondent was increased. On the contrary, for the LL type (residential satisfaction ↓, physical residential environment ↑), corresponding to the HL type, the analytical results were the same as the HL type, except the 'conditions for private education' and 'conditions for public education,' which correspond to educational conditions, and the 'age of respondent.' These results suggest that unlike the LL type where both the residential satisfaction and the physical residential environment are low, the educational conditions and the age of the respondent affect the inconsistency in the HL type where the residential satisfaction is higher although the physical residential environment is high.

Third, for the LH type (residential satisfaction ↓, physical residential environment ↑), the 'accessibility to public transportation,' 'accessibility to bus,' 'accessibility to living SOC,' 'deterioration level (apartment completion year),' 'number of apartment buildings,' and 'value of housing (average transaction price)' were found to be the determinants of the inconsistency. The 'accessibility to bus,' 'accessibility to living SOC,' 'number of apartment buildings,' and 'value of housing (average transaction price)' showed a negative effect, while the 'accessibility to public transportation' and 'deterioration level (apartment completion year)' showed a positive effect. For the HH type (residential satisfaction ↑, physical residential environment ↑), corresponding to the LH type, the analytical results were the same as the LH type, except the 'conditions for public education,' which is related to education. In particular, as for the HH type mentioned earlier, the 'conditions for public education' was found to be a factor to the inconsistency. The conditions related to education affected the inconsistency in the HH type where both the residential satisfaction and the physical residential environment are high, unlike the LH type where the residential satisfaction is low but the physical residential environment is high.
Generally in the models, the ‘accessibility to public transportation’ and ‘deterioration level (apartment completion year)’ showed a positive effect, while the ‘accessibility to bus,’ ‘number of apartment buildings,’ and ‘value of housing (average transaction price)’ showed a negative effect. This means that the inconsistency is high when the apartment building is deteriorated, but the inconsistency is low when the ‘number of apartment buildings (size of apartment complex)’ and ‘value of housing (average transaction price)’ are low.

In addition, the inconsistency is high when the accessibility to public transportation, combining subway and bus, based on walking network, is high. On the contrary, the inconsistency is high when the accessibility to bus based on walking network is low. These results suggest that the convenience in using public transportation, including subway and bus, has both positive and negative impacts on the residential satisfaction (Lee et al., 2010; Jeon, 2016; Jang and Roh, 2015; Doh et al., 2015; Kang and Seo, 2016). However, the inconsistency is high when the accessibility to bus based on walking network is low. The transport environment factor related to accessibility to transport may be a determinant that increases the inconsistency because the residents living in the areas where the accessibility to bus is low show a higher dependence on privately-owned vehicles in general (Jo et al., 2010).

V. Conclusions and Implications

The residential satisfaction, which is a measurement of subjective feelings of individuals, undergoes cognitive, emotional and behavioral processes, and thus many studies on the residential satisfaction have been conducted based on the objective, subjective and personal attributes. Nevertheless, the empirical discussion is still insufficient in terms of the spatial inconsistency between the residential satisfaction and the physical residential environment.

Therefore, we conducted the present study to compare the subjective residential satisfaction with the objective physical residential environment to investigate the inconsistency types in the spatial distribution pattern and identify the determinants of the inconsistency. The key results of the present study are summarized below.

The inconsistency between the subjective residential satisfaction and the objective physical residential environment was analyzed, and the simple Kappa statistic showed disagreement and the weight Kappa statistic showed slight agreement. This means that there are both consistency and inconsistency between the residential satisfaction and the physical residential environment.

Second, the residential satisfaction and the physical residential environment were compared and the characteristics of their spatial distribution were investigated at the level of the basic district, which is a microscopic spatial unit. In the section of the transportation conditions, the residential satisfaction and the physical residential environment showed inconsistent patterns in the basic districts in the south of the Han River, including Gwanak, Seocho, Gangnam and Songpa. In the section of the neighborhood environment, the residential satisfaction and the physical residential environment showed inconsistent patterns in the basic districts in Seocho, Gangnam and Songpa. In the section of the residential environment, the residential satisfaction and the physical residential environment showed inconsistent patterns in the basic districts in Eunpyeong, Dobong, Gangnam and Songpa. In the section of the apartment complex environment, however, the patterns of inconsistency between the residential satisfaction and the physical residential environment were not distinctive.

Third, a portfolio analysis was performed to identify the patterns of inconsistency between the residential satisfaction and the physical residential environment. The respondents of the HH type, corresponding to the first quadrant, accounted for 22.31% of all the respondents; those of the HL type, corresponding to the second quadrant, 42.73%, those of the LL type, corresponding to the third quadrant, 23.96%, those of the LH type, corresponding to the fourth quadrant, 11.00%, indicating that more 65% of the residents living in the apartment complexes in Seoul are satisfied with the residential environment. Particularly, among the residents living in the areas where the physical residential environment is low, those who are satisfied with the residential environment are more than those who are not. In addition, the residential satisfaction was found to be significantly different among the residents living in the basic districts of the same physical residential environment. This means that the residential satisfaction is dependent upon the cognitive, emotional and behavioral processes of different groups, genera-
tions, age groups and stages of the life cycle, indicating that the residential satisfaction has heuristic characteristics such that the same physical characteristics may be recognized or may function differently depending on the individuals' conditions.

Fourth, the determinants of the inconsistency between the residential satisfaction and the physical residential environment were identified with respect to the overall model and the inconsistency types. In the overall model about the inconsistency, the inconsistency was decreased as the accessibility to bus, the accessibility to living SOC, the number of apartment buildings in the complex, and the real transaction price of the apartment were decreased. On the contrary, the inconsistency was increased as the ‘accessibility to public transportation’ (accessibility to means of public transportation such as subway and bus), ‘apartment built age (age of apartment buildings),’ ‘conditions for private education (density of private education institutes)’ and ‘conditions for public education (density of elementary, middle and high schools)’ were increased. The analysis with the sub-models of the inconsistency types showed that the inconsistency was increased, as the age of the apartment building was increased and the number of apartment buildings (size of apartment complex) and ‘value of housing (average transaction price)’ were decreased. The inconsistency is high when the accessibility to public transportation, combining subway and bus, based on walking network, is high. On the contrary, the inconsistency is high when the accessibility to bus based on walking network is low. These results suggest that despite the positive aspects, the convenience in using public transportation, including subway and bus, has both positive and negative impacts on the residential satisfaction, and that the transport environment factor is also as a determinant that increases the inconsistency.

In summary, we investigated the patterns of the spatial inconsistency between the residential satisfaction and the physical residential environment as well as their characteristics. The distinctive patterns of inconsistency were found in the sections of transport conditions, neighborhood environment and residential environment, but the overall distribution of the satisfaction related to the apartment complex management was sporadic. The results of the present study also showed through the identified types of the residential satisfaction that the residential satisfaction with the residential environment are heuristic in the cognitive, emotional and behavioral aspects of individuals. This is because the concept of satisfaction itself is a psychological process incorporating the expectation about a subject of evaluation (Parker and Mathews, 2001). Among the determinants of the inconsistency between the residential satisfaction and the physical residential environment, the ‘accessibility to public transportation’ based the walking network, which has both positive and negative effects on the satisfaction with the residential environment, and the ‘deterioration level (apartment completion year),’ which includes hedonic elements of residence preference, showed a positive correlation with the inconsistency between the residential satisfaction and the physical residential environment. This finding suggests that the two factors are extremely different impacts on the recognized residential satisfaction with the physical residential environment. On the other hand, the ‘accessibility to bus’ based on the walking network, ‘number of buildings in the apartment complex’, which is a premium factor of apartments, and ‘value of housing (average transaction price),’ an asset element, showed a negative correlation with the inconsistency between the residential satisfaction and the physical residential environment. This finding support the previous report that the size of the apartment complex affects the value of housing (average transaction price) (Kim and Ahn, 2010). Considering that buses provide transportation services to the residential areas of the mid-income and low-income classes (Yoon and Jung, 2013; Kang, 2021), the locational attractiveness of the areas may have been reflected to the recognized residential satisfaction.

The implementation of the consumer-customized residential policies, promoted by the government, requires the understanding of the inconsistency between the residential satisfaction and the physical residential environment as well as the policies to dissolve the inconsistency. In the present study, we identified the determinants of the inconsistency between the residential satisfaction and the physical residential environment, and suggested that the determinants of the inconsistency have heuristic characteristics. To overcome the limitation of the present study, which is the imbalance of the established data, more studies may need to be conducted by extending the subject regions in order to accumulate generalized data regarding the inconsistency and investigate the sociodemographic causes.
note 1. The term “basic district” means any district divided smaller than the areas of Eup/Myeon/Dong upon setting certain boundaries, based on road name addresses (Article 2, Paragraph 8 of the Road Name Address Act). The basic district, having a size of about one tenth of the administrative boundaries, serves as a basic unit of various districts divided by the institutions of fire-fighting, policy, school, election, mail and statistical services.

note 2. The sample size of Seoul was 800 households, corresponding to about 10 households in each sampling district and 0.02% of all the households in Seoul. To overcome the limitations of the small sample size, the reviews posted by the residents on the zibang.com were used. The reviews on the web site consists of 1) comprehensive score; 2) transport conditions; 3) neighborhood environment; 4) residential environment; and 5) apartment complex management. Crawling, an advanced search method, was employed to establish the residential satisfaction data.

note 3. The building data provided by the Sewumteo was used to establish the physical residential environment data consisting of 1) year of completion of the construction; 2) area for exclusive use; 3) total number of parking lots in the apartment complex; 4) total number of households; 5) total number of apartment buildings; 6) highest floor in the apartment complex; 7) heating system; 8) fuel for heating; 9) area type (10) supplied area; 11) number of rooms; 12) number of restrooms; and 13) entrance hall structure.

note 4. The living SCC data, established by using the data provided by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, and Transport (2019) (Current Status of Basic Living Infrastructure in Regions and Analytical Guidelines), consisted of the information about 13 facilities, including 9 facilities (① hospitals and clinics; ② pharmacies; ③ elementary, middle and high schools; ④ kindergartens; ⑤ libraries; ⑥ facilities for senior citizens; ⑦ children’s daycare centers; ⑧ sports facilities for citizens; and ⑨ urban parks) out of the 11 basic infrastructure facilities listed in the Guidelines (excluding the parking lots that are basically established in apartment complexes); 3) commercial facilities (① large shops; ② convenience stores; ③ light food restaurants) and banks.

Transport.
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